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1. Introduction
This document is based upon using Windows 7 and Visual Studio 2010. The basic instructions will apply to other
combinations however, the specifics will be different.

2. Setting up Windows Line-Mode
Parts of the install process require that the Visual Studio line-mode commands be available. These commands are
used within a the context of a command window. They are set up by running the following script,
C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio 10.0\vc\vcvarsall.bat

This sets up all the path and environment variables for that command instance. Be sure to enclose the command
line in quotes.
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Figure 1. VS Line Mode Command Setup

Once this window is opened it can be used when access to the linemode commands is required. This is the case
when the JPEG libraries are compiled.
devenv jpeg.sln /build

3. Preparation for OpenVSP
In preparation for building OpenVSP there are several steps that need to be completed.

3.1. Create an OpenVSP Folder
Create a top-level folder in which to install all OpenVSP relatated software. A convenient location is your Documents folder. There will eventually be numerous sub-folders created.

3.2. Install the 7-Zip Program
This is a general purpose Zip program that can handle all the formats that the various packages come wrapped
in. It can be found at,
http://www.7-zip.org

3.3. Install the CMake Program
This CMake program is used during the final build of the OpenVSP software. It can be found at,
http://www.cmake.org/
Download the installer file cmake-2.8.8-win32-x86.exe and double-click to start installation. This will create
a program group named CMake 2.8.

3.4. Download the OpenVSP Source Code
Before downloading the source code you will need to decide whether you plan to use a GIT repository or a standalone copy. The GIT repository will keep revision information during any subsequent changes and can be merged
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with other copies. The stand-alone has no connection with any other copy and is purely personal. Both types of
download are available at,
https://github.com/OpenVSP/OpenVSP
A screenshot of the GITHUB page is shown below. Selecting the ZIP button will download a zip file containing
a standalone verion.

The Clone in Windows button will re-direct to a github web site that offers GitHub for Windows. By installing
this software you will have direct access to the GIT repository and will be able to clone the software to your own
machine. Installation will create a GitHub, Inc program group with an entry for Git Shell
Use this shell to access the GIT commands,
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Notice that inside your OpenVSP folder there will be a new folder created also named OpenVSP. And, inside
that folder,

This is the OpenVSP source code. Actually, the build folder is not part of the clone operation and is created at a
later step. The level above this, also named OpenVSP, contains the other software files that are downloaded.

3.5. Download Other OpenVSP Dependencies
Now, move back to the top-level OpenVSP folder (not the source tree) and start downloading other needed packages.

3.5.1. FLTK
Download
fltk-1.3.0-source.tar.gz

from
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http://www.fltk.org/software.php
Unpack using 7-zip to a folder named fltk-1.3.0.

3.5.2. jpeg-8d
Download
jpegsrc.v8d.tar.gz

from
http://www.ijg.org/
Unpack using 7-zip to a folder named jpeg-8d.

3.5.3. libxml2-2.7.8
Download
libxml2-sources-2.7.8.tar.gz

from
http://xmlsoft.org/
Unpack using 7-zip to a folder named libxml2-2.7.8. Do not use the pre-compiled Windows file named
libxml2-2.7.8.bin32.zip.

3.5.4. opennurbs
Download
opennurbs_20111122.zip

from
http://www.opennurbs.org/
Unpack using 7-zip to a folder named OpenVSP/src/opennurbs. This set of files is placed directly in the OpenVSP
source tree. Notice that the opennurbs_20111122 is renamed to opennurbs.

3.5.5. After Unpacking
After unpacking the top-level OpenVSP folder should appear like the following,

And the cloned OpenVSP/src folder should appear as follows,
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Where the opennurbs file has been renamed from opennurbs_20111122.

3.6. Build FLTK-1.3.0
The first stage is to build the fltk libraries. There are some instructions located in the file
README.MSWindows.txt which, in order to be read, must be opened in a program that understands the Unix/
Linux end-of-line conventions, either Notepad++ or MS Word. However, this information can generally be safely
ignored.
Start Visual Studio 2010 and once ready open the Solution file fltk-1.3.0\ide\VisualC2010\fltk.sln.
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Select a Release build then select Build | Build Solution. This will begin the compile process which will take
several minutes to complete.
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Now create a new folder in the top-level OpenVSP folder named FLTK. Execute the following copy operations,
cd ...\OpenVSP
mkdir FLTK
mkdir FLTK\lib
copy fltk-1.3.0\lib FLTK\lib
mkdir FLTK\include
copy fltk-1.3.0\FL FLTK\include\FL
mkdir FLTK\bin
copy fltk-1.3.0\fluid\fluid.exe FLTK\bin

The FLTK folder nows contains three sub-folders, lib, include, and bin.

3.7. Build OpenNurbs
The nextstage is to build the opennurbs libraries. These are located in the OpenVSP source tree. Move to OpenVSP\src\opennurbs.
Start Visual Studio 2010 and once ready open the Solution file opennurbs.sln.
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Select a Release build then right-click opennurbs_staticlib and select Build. This will begin the compile process
which will take several minutes to complete.
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In the opennurbs folder there is a sub-folder named Release, inside of which is the library file,
opennurbs_staticlib.lib. This is the file that will be referenced later.
Now repeat the same process for the zlib project. This will create a file named Release\zlib.lib.

3.8. Build jpeg Libraries
Now build the jpeg libraries. First, startup a line-mode command window as described in the first part of this
document. Then execute the following series of commands,
cd <top-level-path>\OpenVSP
cd jpeg-8d
nmake /f makefile.vc setup-v10
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At this point you will need to make some manual changes to some of the generated files. They contain extraneous
junk at the start of some of the files. The files to edit are,
• jpeg.sln
Remove the extraneous characters at the start of the file. In my build they are "‹¯¨" on line 1. The first line should
now be Microsoft Visual Studio Solution File, Format Version 11.00".
• jpeg.vcxproj
Remove extra characters from the start of line 1, which should contain "<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?
>".
• jpeg.vcxproj.filters
Remove extra characters from the start of line 1, which should contain "<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?
>".
The distribution is now ready to build.
devenv jpeg.sln /build
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You can also just double-click the jpeg.sln file, which will open Visual Studio from where you can then perform
a build. Be sure to build a "release" version rather than "debug".
Or, alternatively, the final build can be done from the Visual Studio GUI.
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3.9. Build XML Libraries
The next step is to build the XML libraries from source. There is a pre-compiled windows version available, do
not use it or you will be left with unresolved references that will make it impossible to build OpenVSP. As usual,
use the command line window with the VS tools setup.
cd <top-level-path>\OpenVSP
cd libxml2-2.7.8

Now open the file win32\Makefile.msvc. Move to line 74 and remove the leading "+" from lines 74-76. The
following lines,
+!if "$(WITH_ICU)" == "1"
+LIBS = $(LIBS) icu.lib
+!endif

become,
!if "$(WITH_ICU)" == "1"
LIBS = $(LIBS) icu.lib
!endif

Before closing, there is one more line to edit. If have Visual Studio 2010 or later installed you will need to remove
the "/OPT:NOWIN98" string from the file, near line 97. The line,
LDFLAGS = $(LDFLAGS) /OPT:NOWIN98

becomes,
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LDFLAGS = $(LDFLAGS)

Now configure the package for build,
cd win32
cscript configure.js iconv=no prefix=<top-level-path>\libxml2-2.7.8\win32

Now perform the build,
nmake /f Makefile.msvc

Now install the libraries. Because of the configure options specified earlier, the libraries will be installed into the
libxml2 win32 directory.
nmake /f Makefile.msvc install

The library files can be found in <top-level-path>\libxml2-2.7.8\win32\lib and are,
• libxml2.dll
• libxml2.lib
• libxml2_a.lib
• libxml2_a_dll.lib
Make the following changes,
cd lib
del libxml2.lib
rename libxml2_a.lib libxml2.lib

The installation of libxml2 is now complete.

3.10. Building OpenVSP
The final stage is to build OpenVSP itself now that all the preliminaries are completed. The first step is to create
a build folder,
cd <top-level-path>\OpenVSP
mkdir build

Now, in the OpenVSP\src folder, open CMakeLists.txt for editing,
CMAKE_MINIMUM_REQUIRED(VERSION 1.4)
PROJECT (VSP)
SET(CMAKE_PREFIX_PATH
"C:/Program Files/FLTK"
${VSP_SOURCE_DIR}/libxml2-2.7.8.win32
${VSP_SOURCE_DIR}/jpeg-8c
${VSP_SOURCE_DIR}/jpeg-8c/Release
)
ADD_SUBDIRECTORY(
ADD_SUBDIRECTORY(
ADD_SUBDIRECTORY(
ADD_SUBDIRECTORY(
ADD_SUBDIRECTORY(
ADD_SUBDIRECTORY(
ADD_SUBDIRECTORY(

util_code )
triangle )
load_jpg )
xmlvsp )
screens )
sixseries )
vsp )

Make necesary changes so that the file looks like the following,
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CMAKE_MINIMUM_REQUIRED(VERSION 1.4)
PROJECT (VSP)
SET(CMAKE_PREFIX_PATH
"C:/OpenVSP/FLTK"
"C:/OpenVSP/libxml2-2.7.8/win32"
"C:/OpenVSP/jpeg-8d"
"C:/OpenVSP/jpeg-8d/Release"
)
ADD_SUBDIRECTORY(
ADD_SUBDIRECTORY(
ADD_SUBDIRECTORY(
ADD_SUBDIRECTORY(
ADD_SUBDIRECTORY(
ADD_SUBDIRECTORY(
ADD_SUBDIRECTORY(

util_code )
triangle )
load_jpg )
xmlvsp )
screens )
sixseries )
vsp )

In this case <top-level-path> is C:\OpenVSP, replace it with whatever you are using. Now run the CMake GUI from
the Program menu. Set the source and build paths (C:\OpenVSP\OpenVSP\src and C:\OpenVSP\OpenVSP\build).
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Now press configure,
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When it has completed the GUI will look similar to the following. It will NOT look exactly like the following.
The goal is to get rid of all the red messages.
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Supply all missing information and press the configure button until there are no more errors.
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Now press the generate button, this will create the files necessary to build. Specfically, there will be a file named
VSP.sln in the OpenVSP\build folder. Double-click (only if you do not have multiple versions of VS installed)
this to start Visual Studio. Set the type of build to "Release" then right-click ALL BUILD in the Solution Explorer
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to start the build. This will take considerable time. The executable will be in the OpenVSP\build\vsp\Release
folder, as vsp.exe.
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